Collision events between RNA polymerases in convergent transcription studied by atomic force microscopy
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ABSTRACT

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been used to image, at single molecule resolution, transcription events by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase (RNAP) on a linear DNA template with two convergently aligned λpr promoters. For the first time experimentally, the outcome of collision events during convergent transcription by two identical RNAP has been studied. Measurement of the positions of the RNAP on the DNA, allows distinction of open promoter complexes (OPCs) and elongating complexes (EC) and collided complexes (CC). This discontinuous time-course enables subsequent analysis of collision events where both RNAP remain bound on the DNA. After collision, the elongating RNAP has caused the other (usually stalled) RNAP to backtrack along the template. The final positions of the two RNAP indicate that these are collisions between an EC and a stalled EC (SEC) or OPC (previously referred to as sitting-ducks). Interestingly, the distances between the two RNAP show that they are not always at closest approach after ‘collision’ has caused their arrest.

INTRODUCTION

Convergent transcription results from the presence of two convergent promoters located on a DNA template. Such convergently aligned genetic structures, whilst not common, have been observed in a wide variety of organisms ranging from prokaryotes such as Escherichia coli (1–3), to eukaryotes as diverse as Saccharomyces cerevisiae (4,5), Drosophila and humans (6,7). Transcriptional studies continue to discover further cases. Such arrangements were initially thought to be a consequence implicit in the highly compressed genetic organisation of an organism’s genome. However, further study has prompted the hypothesis that such arrangements are evolutionarily selected for their ability to control gene expression at a fundamental level (1). In higher order eukaryotes, the presence of larger introns allows complete genes to be nested within (and in the opposite orientation to) the intron of a larger gene. This raises important questions in respect of the co-regulation of host and nested genes, including the possibility that transcription of one gene might preclude simultaneous transcription of the other (6).

Transcriptional Interference (TI) between two convergently aligned promoters can be considered to occur through three mechanisms (1,8); (i) promoter occlusion, where the binding of an RNAP to a promoter is prevented by the presence of another RNAP initiated from a second convergently aligned promoter transcribing across the promoter region. (ii) A ‘sitting duck’ collision (SD), where an EC initiated from one promoter collides with an OPC which still remains at the other promoter. ‘Sitting ducks’ are defined as initiation complexes that are waiting to ‘fire’ at a promoter (1). However pre-open promoter complexes are unlikely to be sitting ducks as they are in rapid equilibrium with the promoter and their removal will not greatly inhibit subsequent transcription since a replacement RNAP is able to rapidly re-bind (9). (iii) EC collisions, where two ECs collide within the inter-promoter DNA region. Recent simulation (stochastic and mean field) shows that for strong promoters such as λpr, promoter occlusion is not significant (9). Stochastic simulation using the model of Sneppen et al. (9). shows that for the DNA template used in our study the effect of TI is likely to inhibit the production of full length RNA transcripts by a factor of over 10, illustrating the importance of TI in vivo.

The research currently presented in the literature is unable to investigate the fate of the RNAP once they have undergone collision (either as SD or EC). The original in vivo work of Ward and Murray (3) argued that since the effects of TI were rapidly reversible, the collided RNAP (whether these were EC or SD collisions was not determined) must disengage from...
the template after collisions. When one of the convergent promoters was switched off they observed a rapid restoration of gene expression indicating that no stalled RNAP were present to act as an irreversible roadblock to further transcription. Alternatively a secondary process present in an in vivo system could rescue such stalled complexes to account for this reversibility. The Mutation frequency decline factor (Mfd) is able to clear stalled complexes from a DNA template (10), and Gene regulation factors GreA and GreB are able to rescue back-tracked complexes (11). After a collision of RNAPs the three possible outcomes are: (i) both RNAP dissociate from the template resulting in a complete loss of gene expression for both genes; (ii) one RNAP dissociates, i.e. is knocked off (possibly in a competitive manner) resulting in loss of expression of one gene; (iii) both the RNAP stall and remain bound to the DNA (6,8). None of these outcomes are mutually exclusive in the single molecule view and they are all summarised in Figure 1. The outcomes may differ depending on whether the RNAPs discussed above are SDs or ECs. It is also postulated that as a result of collision an EC could force the other EC to be back-tracked towards its promoter (9). Although less likely, at present it is conceivable that two convergent RNAPs may be able to pass each other on the same template by some as yet unknown mechanism (6).

Any ensemble biochemical experiment can only report on molecular population sizes of at best nanomolar concentration (~10^14 molecules). Using these techniques (e.g. footprinting, transcription assays, reporter assays, transcriptional run-on, etc.) it is possible to say only whether each gene is being transcribed on average, but not if these transcripts are being transcribed simultaneously from the same template. Using a direct imaging technique such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) with single molecule resolution, we are addressing this crucial question. Using a λPR E.coli RNA polymerase-σ70 holoenzyme system, AFM studies have previously been used to study the formation of OPCs (12) and stalled ECs, including their associated wrapping, and for the case of stalled ECs, the presence of extruded RNA transcripts (13). The action of DNA looping as a mechanism of transcriptional activation by a nitrogen regulatory protein (NtrC) has also been followed (14). Conversely the action of transcription inactivation has been visualised with the protein H-NS binding between the up and downstream sites on DNA causing the RNAP to become trapped (15).

The aim of this study was to use AFM to investigate simultaneous convergent transcription and hence TI at the level of individual molecular events. To achieve this we induce RNAP collisions and hence TI by two methods. The first method involved stalling ECs downstream of their convergently aligned promoters by nucleotide omission followed by re-initiation. By this method TI would occur only through EC collisions. Secondly, by omitting the stall site, we were able to allow TI to occur through both EC and SD collisions. In both cases, we observed stalled complexes with two RNAP still bound to the DNA template and back-tracking of one RNAP as a result of collision with the other. This study represents the first experiments of convergent transcription by AFM, or indeed any single molecule technique and this resolution provides new insight into the molecular processes governing TI.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**DNA preparation and transcription complex formation**

The 1150 bp DNA template used in this study was obtained by restriction digestion of plasmid pDSU (13) with HindIII endonuclease. The fragment containing the λPR promoter was purified in 1% agarose, eluted using MinElute gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and re-suspended in nuclease free water (Ambion, Austin, TX). The DNA concentration was determined by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. Using a direct imaging technique such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) with single molecule resolution, we are addressing this crucial question. Using a λPR E.coli RNA polymerase-σ70 holoenzyme system, AFM studies have previously been used to study the formation of OPCs (12) and stalled ECs, including their associated wrapping, and for the case of stalled ECs, the presence of extruded RNA transcripts (13).

**Figure 1.** The possible outcomes of RNAP collisions resulting from convergent promoters, classified as sitting duck (SD) collisions and elongation complex (EC) collisions. SD complexes are shown in grey and EC in orange. Possible outcomes include (i) both RNAP remaining bound on the template, (ii) one RNAP being displaced, or (iii) both RNAP being displaced.
yield by in vitro transcription assay. All reactions were used immediately for AFM imaging.

Atomic force microscopy

Complexes prepared as above were diluted to a DNA concentration of 1–2 nM in 10 μL of deposition buffer [4 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 10 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl₂] and deposited onto freshly cleaved mica. The sample was incubated for 2 min and then rinsed with de-ionised water and dried with a weak flux of dry nitrogen. AFM images were collected in air with a Multimode Nanoscope IIIa AFM (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) operating in Tapping Mode using diving board cantilevers with integral etched probes (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Scans of 3 μm × 3 μm were collected at a scan line frequency of 2 Hz at 512 × 512 pixel resolution.

AFM images were analysed using the Nanoscope software. The centre of each RNAP was taken as the intersection of the two tangents to the incoming and outgoing DNA strands. The DNA contour length was measured manually following the helical backbone as a series of connected straight lines. DNA molecules containing either RNAP non-specifically bound at an end, or only 1 RNAP, or more than 2 RNAP were not considered. No further selection criteria were used to differentiate DNA molecules with 2 RNAP bound. Three measurements were taken from the complexes with 2 RNAP specifically bound: the contour length between the centres of the 2 RNAPs, termed the RNAP separation; and the two contour lengths from either RNAP centre to the closest end of the DNA fragment (the larger of which is termed the long arm and the smaller the short arm). The mean square end-to-end distance has been measured for a number DNA molecules with no RNAP bound and with an RNAP bound non-specifically at one end. These were comparable and hence showed that the RNAP was not affecting the binding and subsequent surface diffusion of the DNA (16).

In vitro transcription

DNA–RNAP complexes were formed by incubating 170 fmol of DNA and 600 fmol E Coli σ⁺⁺ holoenzyme (Epicentre) in transcription buffer in a total volume of 10 μL at 37°C for 15 min. After this, 5 μL of a NTP mix containing 200 μM of ATP and GTP, or ATP, GTP and CTP (run-on reactions), 20 μM UTP, 40 μCi [α-35 P] UTP and 200 μg/ml heparin was added. These reactions mixtures were incubated for 15 min at room temperature. In the case of re-initiation experiments, the omitted NTP was then added to a final concentration of 200 μM and the reaction incubated for a further 15 min at room temperature. Reactions were stopped by addition of 5 μL loading buffer (Roche Biosciences, UK, 80% formamide, 2 mM EDTA, 0.1% xylene cyanol, 0.1% bromphenol blue). Reactions were analysed with 6% denaturing PAGE.

RESULTS

AFM of transcriptional complexes

The DNA template contains two convergently aligned λₜₚ promoters separated by 338 bp (Figure 2A). The position of the promoters on the DNA template is asymmetric allowing the ends to be distinguished when RNAP are bound at the promoters. When transcription is initiated the ability to distinguish the polarity of the template is lost because the DNA ends are not specifically labelled. Figure 2B illustrates the DNA contour length measurements from AFM images that were made in the statistical analysis. To image the complexes by AFM the deposition process onto mica and concentrations were optimised such that individual complexes were isolated and well resolved. A representative AFM image of the OPCs is shown in Figure 3A. DNA molecules with RNAP holoenzyme bound specifically at both promoters were identified as DNA molecules with two separate but equal sized globular features appropriately positioned towards the centre of the template. DNA molecules containing no holoenzyme, one holoenzyme or a number of holoenzymes at positions not corresponding to promoters were not included in subsequent analysis. The results indicated that single OPCs were present on ~30% of DNA templates while 10% had two OPCs. The remaining DNA molecules had either no OPCs or a number of multiple (presumably non-specifically bound) holoenzymes.

A montage of AFM images of DNA molecules with two OPCs is shown in Figure 4A. DNase I footprinting of an OPC on a single promoter template formed under similar solution conditions showed that these complexes have a footprint characteristic of an OPC with full protection in the melting region (approximately +20 to −10 nt) and partial protection in the recognition region (approximately −15 to −55 nt) in agreement with Metzger et al. (17,18) (data not shown). An enhanced periodic cleavage in the recognition domain implies DNA wrapping by the enzyme (19). This DNA wrapping can be observed as an apparent RNAP induced bending of the DNA in Figure 4A.

SECs were formed by the omission of CTP. The OPCs at each convergent promoter would then be expected to transcribe downstream (i.e. towards each other) until the first occurrence of a C base in the non-template strand. In our template, this C base occurred at positions +24 and +70 relative to the +1 sites of transcription initiation for each promoter respectively. The template was designed such that the sequence at each stall site was identical, hence the stalling
and re-initiation behaviour of RNAP at either site should be identical. The appearance of the SECs by AFM was not greatly different to the OPC samples to the naked eye (cf. Figure 3A with 3B and 4A with 4B), but detailed DNA contour length analysis of the separation of the RNAPs along the template, reveals that the RNAP have converged consistent with the expected distance (see Figure 5). The number of DNA molecules on the mica surface with 1 or 2 SEC is reduced to about half of the OPC case, giving an overall yield of 15% of 1 SEC and 5% of 2 SECs with respect to the total number of DNA molecules observed.

Collided complexes were first formed by the addition of CTP to the SEC reaction mix, in the second phase of this two-step process. This enables the stalled RNAPs to resume elongation and continue transcription until, either an obstacle to transcription, or the end of the template was encountered. This reaction mix was then deposited onto mica and imaged as previously described (Figures 3C and 4C). In cases where only one RNAP was initially bound to the template DNA, the RNAP is thought to run off the end of the DNA molecule, visualised as an increase in the proportion of bare DNA templates. In cases where two RNAP were bound as SECs, a collision would be expected after re-initiation, and a number of typical complexes resulting from such EC collisions are shown in Figure 4C. The number of DNA molecules with two ECs collided and stalled against each other is $\frac{C_2}{C^2} = 50\%$ of the number of DNA molecules that showed two SECs when CTP was omitted. This indicates that a significant proportion of collisions result in stalling. These data also highlighted that it is likely that a re-started EC would collide with an RNAP that remained an SEC. This would happen with significant frequency if the process of resuming elongation occurs on a time-scale comparable to that required for an RNAP to transcribe the inter-promoter region, or one of the two complexes became arrested, thus unable to resume transcription.

Collided complexes were also formed without first creating stalled intermediaries in a one-step process. In this case all four NTPs are added to the OPC reaction mix. The images of such complexes looked qualitatively the same as the previous case. This method will result in both EC–SD and EC collisions, where EC collisions can involve both EC–EC collisions.
and EC–SEC collisions. In none of the analysed collided complexes (one or two-step processes) was the RNA transcript visible in the AFM images as the transcript is too short to be imaged reliably (13).

It was conceivable that the collided complexes observed do not result from transcription initiated from convergent promoters, but occur between an EC and a non-specifically bound RNAP holoenzyme, or indeed two non-specifically bound RNAP holoenzymes. To discount this possibility an additional template containing only 1 λPR promoter was used as a control. This 835 bp template had a 379 bp G-less region immediately downstream of the promoter. Using this template under identical experimental conditions no collided complexes were observed (data not shown).

Analysis of contour length between RNAPs

The DNA contour length between the apparent centres of the two RNAPs was measured for SECs and collided complexes formed by both methods (the two-step and one-step processes), see Figure 5. From these measurements we can infer how the position of each RNAP is changing relative to the other RNAP.

In the absence of all four NTPs, the RNAP separation distribution is centred at ~92 ± 2 nm (292 ± 6 bp), assuming an experimental helical rise per base pair of 0.315 nm⁻¹ (20). This value is less than the 338 bp expected from the DNA sequence (Figure 2A), because each RNAP bound as an OPC wraps the DNA by 30 nm (90 bp) (12) and therefore a contraction of this order of the apparent inter-promoter DNA is expected. In the two-step process, after addition of ATP, GTP and UTP, the RNAP separation distribution was monomodal, indicating that the majority of RNAPs on templates with two RNAP present have reached their stall sites and are SECs (Figure 5B). The distribution is now centred at ~85.7 ± 1 nm (272 ± 3 bp), which is now slightly larger than the expected value of 244 bp. On transition from OPC to EC the wrapping of the DNA around the RNAP lessens from 30 to 20 nm, while the active site moves from 10 nm back in the wrap towards the front of the wrap (13). The consequence of this structural transition for the AFM measurements is that the length of DNA between the RNAPs (i.e. active site to active site) is underestimated for the OPC case and overestimated for the SEC case. Upon the addition of CTP in the two-step process the distribution of RNAP separation becomes bimodal, Figure 5C, where one population maintained the same RNAP separation, whilst in the other population the RNAP separation was greatly reduced. The population of constant RNAP separation is attributed to the case where both RNAP fail to resume elongation from their stall sites. Failures to resume elongation are expected and have been demonstrated by in vitro transcription assay on the DNA template shown in Figure 2 (data not shown).

Where decreasing RNAP separation was seen, it is interpreted as the case where one or both RNAP resume elongation and collide at a given position on the template. In these cases, the RNAP remain bound on the DNA after collision and it is only this outcome of all collision events that can be unequivocally picked up in these ex situ discontinuous AFM imaging experiments. To study any outcomes of the RNAP encounters that involve displacement or passing will require a single molecule in situ approach, which is beyond current typical AFM scan rates. All subsequent analysis investigates this subset of collided complexes, in which two RNAP remain on the template.

When collided complexes were formed by simultaneous addition of all 4 NTPs (the one-step process) the distribution contains almost zero population corresponding to RNAPs at the stall sites (Figure 5D). This showed that the RNAP is able to pass the stall site when a full set of NTPs were present, indicating that stalling is a specific effect of CTP omission (21). Instead, RNAP were able to transcribe past this stall site and again a significant proportion of collided complexes were seen. Interestingly, the population of these collided complexes is somewhat different containing more complexes with much smaller RNAP separations. This population may contain collisions between two different classes of complexes; (i) an active EC and a SD and (ii) an active EC and another EC. either active or stalled, whereas the previously stalled complexes (Figure 5C) are only likely to contain class (i) (see discussion for more detail).
Analysis of DNA arm lengths

To investigate where this subset of collided and stalled RNAPs are on the template, the positions of the two RNAPs with respect to the DNA were measured for the two step process. The arm length is termed as the DNA contour length from the apparent centre of each RNAP to the closest DNA end. For each molecule, the smallest of the two measurements is designated the short arm and the largest, the long arm (see Figure 2). From this measurement we can infer how the position of each RNAP was changing relative to the DNA template. However, the DNA has not been specifically labelled to judge the polarity, so the distributions are not mutually exclusive, especially once the NTPs are added. Alongside each distribution is a percentage representing the proportion of DNA molecules within the distribution with 2 RNAP bound, compared to bare DNA and DNA with 1 RNAP bound. The values are normalised to the –NTPs case (panel A). As the RNAPs converge upon the addition of ATP, GTP and UTP and then finally CTP, the relative proportion decreases, probably due to a combination of RNAP disengaging from the template over the increased time course and the possibly less stable complexes being more susceptible to removal by deposition onto the mica surface. Since the relative proportion decreases through the experimental time course we can be confident that the complexes observed at long incubation times represent collisions of RNAP originating from each promoter, rather than some other class of artefactual complex that becomes more predominant over time. The distributions in the absence of NTPs (Figure 6A), showed arm lengths consistent with the RNAP holoenzymes positioned at their promoters. Upon addition of ATP, GTP and UTP the arm lengths increased as both RNAP moved downstream away from their respective ends to the stall sites (Figure 6B). The loss of DNA wrapping on the transition from OPC to SEC may also have contributed to the increase in arm length, although this is expected to be released downstream of each RNAP into the inter-RNAP distance rather than the DNA arm. Once the stall sites were reached, the asymmetry of the template is reduced, as seen by the reduced separation of the arm length distributions. Upon re-initiation following addition of CTP the shorter arm becomes progressively shorter over the 20 min time course studied, while in conjunction with this, the long arm distribution broadens, with a significant proportion of the distribution moving to much longer lengths. The median value of the short arm contour length decreases by 23 nm with a 95% confidence interval of 17–30 nm and the median value of the long arm contour length increases by 13 nm with a 95% confidence interval of 7–22 nm. The interpretation of these data is that one EC transcribes into the other and why the shift in the median value is not exactly comparable to the shift in the short arm distribution. For half of all complexes the RNAPs do not move at all and these data are superimposed on the data of the complexes where they have moved. In this sense, the distributions in Figure 6C–E are made up of at least two populations, the spatial resolution of this particular AFM technique is not sufficient to resolve these in the short arm distribution and although the long arm distribution has the increasing bimodal appearance at longer times, the two populations cannot be unequivocally separated. In essence, the remaining double SECs bias the long arm distribution median more significantly than the short arm one.

Since on 50% of the complexes neither RNAP resume elongation, the approximate probability of either one RNAP re-initiating, \( P \), is obtained from solving \((1−P)(1−P) = 0.5\), resulting in \( P = 0.29 \). Thus the probability of both RNAPs re-initiating is \( P^2 = 0.09 \) and the probability of only one re-initiating is \( 2P \times (1−P) = 0.41 \). Thus in the population in which the DNA contour between RNAP decreases (i.e. a collision is observed) these collisions are mostly (~80%) between a SEC and an active EC. This is consistent with the observation from the transcription assay, that a convergent promoter decreases re-initiation efficiency (data not shown).

Clearly, for collisions between two RNAP to occur, one or both RNAP must resume elongation from its stall site. From the distributions in Figure 5B and C, it can be seen by cumulative counting of the histograms that in 50% of cases, both RNAPs fail to resume elongation and the DNA contour length between RNAPs remains constant. This explains why the long arm distribution in Figure 6 becomes progressively asymmetric during the time-course experiment and why the shift in the median value is not exactly comparable to the shift in the short arm distribution. For half of all complexes the RNAPs do not move at all and these data are superimposed on the data of the complexes where they have moved. In this sense, the distributions in Figure 6C–E are made up of at least two populations, the spatial resolution of this particular AFM technique is not sufficient to resolve these in the short arm distribution and although the long arm distribution has the increasing bimodal appearance at longer times, the two populations cannot be unequivocally separated. In essence, the remaining double SECs bias the long arm distribution median more significantly than the short arm one.

Since on 50% of the complexes neither RNAP resume elongation, the approximate probability of either one RNAP re-initiating, \( P \), is obtained from solving \((1−P)(1−P) = 0.5\), resulting in \( P = 0.29 \). Thus the probability of both RNAPs re-initiating is \( P^2 = 0.09 \) and the probability of only one re-initiating is \( 2P \times (1−P) = 0.41 \). Thus in the population in which the DNA contour between RNAP decreases (i.e. a collision is observed) these collisions are mostly (~80%) between a SEC and an active EC. This is consistent with the observation from the transcription assay, that a convergent promoter decreases re-initiation efficiency (data not shown).

![Figure 6](https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-abstract/34/19/5416/3111970) DNA arm contour length distributions: the grey distribution denotes the short arm and black, the long arm. The DNA contour lengths from the apparent centre of the RNAPs to the respective ends of the DNA molecule: (A) in the absence of NTPs \((n = 45)\); (B) in the presence of ATP, GTP and UTP only \((n = 45)\); and incubation with the final NTP, CTP for (C) 30 s, (D) 10 min and (E) 20 min \((n = 25, 30, 45\) respectively). The percentages on the right represent the proportion of DNAs within the distribution with 2 RNAP bound, compared to bare DNA and DNA with 1 RNAP bound. The values are normalised to the –NTPs case (panel A).
DISCUSSION
Collision results in stalling

The presence of collided complexes in which two RNAPs appear stalled against each other on the DNA template, allow us to conclude that a significant proportion of converging RNAP do not pass each other or displace one another, but instead stall against each other. We know that these collided complexes are a result of convergent transcription for two reasons. Firstly, such collided complexes are only seen upon the addition of CTP in our two-step experiments. If such collision and stalling were as a result of collisions between RNAP searching for their promoters by a 1D diffusional search, (22) then they would be observed in the absence of NTPs or when just A, G, UTP were added. Secondly, to test if such collided complexes are a result of an EC ‘sweeping’ the downstream region until it collides with a non-specific RNAP holoenzyme, a template containing a single promoter was used in identical conditions (+ all NTPs). No such collided complexes were observed in this case so this hypothesis can be discounted.

The largest proportion of collisions are occurring at or very close to the stall site and hence providing a block to re-initiation after a certain time-scale. SEC that fail to resume elongation were termed arrested complexes by Komissarova and Kashlev (11). The reason for such arrests is unclear, but it is known that they occur more frequently at some stall sequences. These arrested complexes lose their active site due to a small amount of spontaneous back-tracking (~6 nt) whilst the complex retains a broadly similar structure. The force generated by two opposing active ECs may well be larger than that generated by a single EC being opposed by a stationary EC (23), which may result in RNAP disengagement after ‘active–active’ collisions. As mentioned previously, such disengagement will not be visualised in this experiment, since a proportion of naked DNA is present at all times. Relating these results to possible outcomes that were suggested in Figure 1, we are able to present the outcomes actually observed using our experimental setup in Figure 7.

When collided complexes are formed in the absence of a stalled intermediary (the one-step process), a second class of collisions is expected to occur, i.e. those between an active EC and a SD. However these collisions will only be observed if both the SD and the EC RNAPs remain bound to the template after collision. Sneppen et al. (9) found that accurate modelling of the in vivo results of Callen et al. (1) required that SDs become disengaged from the template upon collision. However, they acknowledged that the disengagement of the collided SD may occur through an additional process present in vivo.

A transcribing RNAP is preceded by positive super-coiling and followed by negative super-coiling (24). Despite using a short linear template total dissipation of this super-coiling may not always be expected. This is because any bends present, either intrinsic or due to thermal fluctuations, will increase the viscous drag so as to prevent DNA rotation and therefore dissipation of supercoiling (25). The bending of the DNA by an RNAP may further prevent dissipation by a mechanism termed apical localisation (26,27). If transcription is faster than the dissipation of super-coiling then the build up of super-coiling may well stall the RNAPs irreversibly, such that they can be observed even after a 20 min incubation period, whether or not the super-coiling remains.

The presence of domains of super-coiling that persist in our system could be sufficient to stall a proportion of RNAPs before a direct protein contact is made in a collision. In a significant proportion of the complexes, particularly in the experiment where all 4 NTPs are added to the OPC, the two RNAP remaining on the template are not in close contact but rather at separations between 20 and 60 nm (63–190 bp). Sometimes, the DNA between the RNAPs in these cases, appeared to be somewhat higher and have a broader width (not shown), which could indicate unusual DNA structure and/or possibly reflect the fact that this short portion of DNA cannot interact with the mica surface when suspended between the two RNAP. The latter idea is supported in the observation that this inter-RNAP DNA was often indistinct in images. In general, even at the distances of closest approach measured, ~20 nm (see Figure 5), the RNAP are still not as close as one would expect from a hard sphere contact perspective. These observations lead us to think that the two RNAP may be able to sense each other’s presence at a distance, either through long range forces directly between the RNAP (e.g. electrostatic) and/or through mediation of helical stress via the DNA linkage. There is a model proposed by Erie et al. in which ECs are shown to exist in two distinct classes, a slow class which is sensitive to stalls, and a fast class which is less sensitive to stalling (28,29). An EC’s propensity to stall may affect the distance at which it stalls from another RNAP, particularly if it is encountering DNA regions with varying amounts of super-helical stress. These ideas are an interesting aspect relevant to convergent transcription systems, which will be explored in more detail in future work.

It is important to note that the presence of such collided complexes does not preclude any other possible outcomes. It is entirely possible that alternative scenarios exist in which the RNAPs disengage on collision, resulting in a DNA

Figure 7. Summary of the observed RNAP collisions in this study. EC collisions are only observed in the two-step process. EC and SD collisions are observed in the one-step process. EC collisions occur between SEC that have failed to resume elongation and an active EC as well as between two active ECs. It is shown that SEC–EC collisions are more likely. Whether EC–EC collisions are observed is unclear and the collision of two active ECs may result in disengagement. Grey: OPCs; Orange: active ECs; Green: SECs. Short vertical arrows denote the stall sites.
template with no bound RNAPs that would be lost in the ‘background’ signal of naked DNA. The histograms presented in Figures 5 and 6 represent a sub-population of the possible outcomes. If the potential energy barrier of disengagement is of comparable height to the energy of collision then whether or not a collision results in disengagement may be sensitively affected by factors such as DNA sequence at the point of collision. However, the crystal structure of an E. coli OPC and the model structure of an EC (30–33), both reveal that the double stranded DNA is enveloped by the characteristic closed ‘claw’. For disengagement to occur a large structural rearrangement in the RNAP would be necessary and hence a relatively high potential energy barrier is expected. This barrier is further increased when an OPC makes the transition to an EC forming a complete RNA:DNA hybrid and RNA enters the exit channel (34).

The collision of single RNAP against stationary roadblocks such as a mutant restriction endonuclease deficient in DNA cleavage, leads to stalled complexes as determined by transcription assay and foot-printing (35). A restriction endonuclease roadblock is likely to present different perturbations in the downstream DNA topology in comparison with an RNAP. However this result shows that a restriction endonuclease is not an obstacle sufficient to displace the RNAP.

Collision results in back-tracking of one RNAP

By considering the analysis of DNA arm lengths, Figure 6, a model of back-tracking can be proposed. Back-tracking is a phenomenon that has been reported as a response to nucleotide mis-incorporation or transcriptional arrest for a single RNAP (11,28,36). In these cases, back-tracking occurs by the reverse threading of the RNA transcript with the loss of RNAP (11,28,36). Both reveal that the double stranded DNA is enveloped by the characteristic closed ‘claw’. For disengagement to occur a large structural rearrangement in the RNAP would be necessary and hence a relatively high potential energy barrier is expected. This barrier is further increased when an OPC makes the transition to an EC forming a complete RNA:DNA hybrid and RNA enters the exit channel (34).

It is important to note that the distributions of Figure 6 also contain complexes in which SECs have failed to resume elongation. This resulted in a broadening of the distributions as the RNAPs were stalled and allowed to resume elongation, since a proportion remained at the stall sites. It is unlikely a RNAP will be able to re-bind to the promoter and undergo a second round of transcription as the rate of sigma factor recruitment is determined by 3D diffusion and this will be much slower than processes such as promoter recognition that benefit from facilitated diffusion mechanisms (i.e. sliding and hopping). This will effectively prevent an RNAP forming a holoenzyme after an initial round of transcription and undergoing multiple rounds of transcription. In support of this interpretation, we have never observed a DNA template at any incubation time that has more than two RNAP stalled together in close proximity.

The overall collision process was observed over a timescale of 20 min. Whilst an RNAP is capable of elongating at a fast rate, a number of transcriptional processes have been shown to occur on much slower time scales. The process of cooperative clearance of a restriction enzyme roadblock was shown to occur over a timescale of up to 10 min (38). Additionally the process of transcriptional arrest and back-tracking depended on the time the EC spent at a stall site. This time scale was shown to be up to 20 min (11).

An alternative explanation for the observed effect of back-tracking is that a large proportion of collisions result in disengagement. If this were the case the observed stalled complexes would become a relatively small sub-set of the population. If a subset of OPCs fail to clear the promoter and the size of this sub-set becomes comparatively large compared to the stalled complexes that remain, it will appear that the overall population’s RNAP separation has shifted back towards. This interpretation requires that promoter clearance is inefficient and that a significant number of collisions result in disengagement. Although promoter clearance can be rate-limiting, the 20 min incubation period should be sufficient to allow promoter clearance. We cannot be certain of the promoter clearance efficiency by studying the transition from OPC to SEC through our AFM contour length measurements as the shortest promoter-stall site distance of 24 bp is comparable to the widths of our distributions. Instead we have evidence of this efficiency by studying the transition when collided complexes are formed directly from OPCs, where the distribution of RNAP separations shifts completely with no residual population remaining with an unchanged RNAP separation. This is in contrast to the re-initiation from stall sites, a process that is known to be inefficient (11) and which is reflected in the existence of a residual population in the RNAP separations. We are confident, therefore, that the observed back-tracking is a real effect and not a biasing of the distributions through population shifts.

The motion of an RNAP induced by a secondary RNAP has previously been observed in a model of cooperation between RNAP in which arrested complexes are rescued by a shunt from a following EC (20,38). In this situation, the arrested complex has already back-tracked and the forward shunting RNAP realigns the 3’ termini of the RNA transcript with the enzyme’s active site. In this mechanism, the shunting RNAP does not have to overcome a force from the arrested RNAP’s translocation machinery as this has disengaged
as a consequence of back-tracking implicit in transcription arrest. As discussed previously the majority of collisions occur between a SEC and an EC. Hence the SEC will already have undergone a certain amount of back-tracking, possibly making it prone to further back-tracking.

In this study we are able to show directly that the presence of convergent promoters can cause RNAP to collide and form stable collision complexes in which the RNAPs stall against each other. Clearly this event prevents the formation of full length transcripts in vitro and hence the expression of the associated genes could be down regulated by TI. Convergently aligned promoters may be beneficial when the concurrent expression of two genes is detrimental to the cell, since each will cooperatively down regulate the others expression. In an alternative situation convergent promoters may be useful in cases where a ‘housekeeping gene’ which is expressed constitutively is convergently-aligned against a gene that requires specific temporal/spatial regulation to fulfil its biological function, see reference (6). In this scenario, the large number of RNAP on the housekeeping gene will effectively inhibit transcription of the second, regulated gene. The backtracking that is observed in our experiments may well act as a safe-guard to ensure that RNAP that have been stalled are permanently deactivated even if the RNAP that is blocking transcription were to disengage. This work illustrates how gene expression cannot simply be considered in terms of static, isolated transcription units, instead the dynamic interplay between apparently unconnected transcription units must also taken into account. Only when this is considered will the often refractory mechanisms of gene expression be fully understood.

CONCLUSIONS
The processes of RNAP collision, stalling and back-tracking resulting from a convergent transcription model in vitro have been imaged at the single molecule level by AFM. A significant proportion of RNAP remain on the DNA template and are stalled in close proximity to each other, although other outcomes of the collision event cannot be ruled out and are not detected in this time-lapse approach. We have visualised the process of back-tracking in one RNAP (either as a SEC or, less likely an OPC) induced by another RNAP as a convergently transcribing EC. This work shows the importance of convergently aligned promoters and the profound effect they can have on TI. The conclusion that a significant proportion of collided RNAP (either OPC or EC) remain bound to the DNA is unexpected. Such stalled complexes will provide a roadblock to any further transcription initiated from these promoters unless the roadblock can be cleared by an alternative mechanism in vivo. Whilst mechanisms exist to clear single stalled complexes by the factor mediated realignment of the 3' RNA terini with the active site, how a stalled complex of two RNAPs could be cleared is unknown. Furthermore, a real-time single molecule experiment with sufficient time resolution will be required to ascertain whether the ‘colliding’ RNAPs, in some cases, can displace each other or pass.
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